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Abstract. In this paper we present a fuzzy reasoning
model and a designed system for Recognition of Facial
Expressions, which can measure and recognize the
intensity of basic or non-prototypical emotions. The
proposed model operates with encoded facial
deformations described in terms of either Ekman´s
Action Units (AUs) or Facial Animation Parameters
(FAPs) of MPEG-4 standard and provides recognition of
facial expression using a knowledge base implemented
on knowledge acquisition and ontology editor Protégé.
It allows modeling of facial features obtained from
geometric parameters coded by AUs - FAPs and from a
set of rules required for classification of measured
expressions. This paper also presents a designed
framework for fuzzyfication of input variables of a fuzzy
classifier based on statistical analysis of emotions
expressed in video records of standard Cohn-Kanade’s
and Pantic´s MMI face databases. The proposed system
designed according to developed model has been
tested in order to evaluate its capability for detection,
indexing, classifying, and interpretation of facial
expressions.

intensidad de cualquier expresión facial prototípica o
no prototípica. El modelo propuesto utiliza como
entrada las deformaciones faciales codificadas ya sea en
términos de AUs (Ekman FACS) o FAPs (MPEG-4) y
provee reconocimiento de expresiones faciales
utilizando una base de conocimiento la cual fue
implementada utilizando el sistema de adquisición de
conocimiento y editor de ontologías Protégé. Esta base
de conocimiento permite, además de la creación de
modelos de características faciales obtenidos a partir de
parámetros geométricos y codificados en términos de
AUs y FAPs, también la definición de las reglas
requeridas para la clasificación de las expresiones. En
este artículo también se presenta un framework
diseñado para codificación de las variables de entrada
al clasificador difuso basado en los resultados obtenidos
del análisis estadístico de las emociones expresadas en
grabaciones de video en base estándar de caras creada
por Cohn-Kanade y Pantic. El sistema propuesto fue
evaluado con el propósito de analizar su capacidad de
detección, indexado, clasificación e interpretación de
expresiones faciales.

Keywords. Facial expression recognition, emotion
interpretation, knowledge-based framework, rulesbased fuzzy classifier.

Palabras clave. Reconocimiento de expresiones faciales,
la interpretación de la emoción, conocimiento marco,
clasificador difuso basado en reglas.

Un modelo de razonamiento difuso
para reconocimiento
de expresiones faciales
Resumen. En este artículo presentamos un sistema de
razonamiento difuso capaz de reconocer y medir la

1 Introduction
Fuzzy Logic may be considered as a field of
artificial intelligence. It proposes a type of
reasoning, where logical statements are not only
true or false but can also range from almost
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certain to very unlikely. Software systems based
on fuzzy-logic allow computers to mimic human
reasoning more precisely, so that decisions can
be taken with incomplete or uncertain data.
The fuzzy approach and its combination with
neural networks have been successfully used for
pattern recognition and for image indexing and
interpretation [25], [15]. In the area of facial
expression recognition the application of a fuzzy
reasoning remains marginal despite that some
researchers have successfully used classifying
systems, which emulate the way humans identify
prototypical expression [2], [9], [18]. The emotion
recognition system proposed by Chakraborty
uses Fuzzy C-Mean clustering with three levels of
fuzzyfication (high, medium, and low) processing
only three facial features, namely, eyebrow
length, eye and mouth opening. That does not
allow obtaining precise recognition of emotions
because some of them have similar facial
features (for example, sadness and fear or
surprise and fear have similar eye and mouth
opening) [2].
An interesting hybrid classifier was proposed in
[9], where a combination of fuzzy-and case-based
reasoning is used for recognition of facial
expressions. The average precision of recognition
for basic emotions is about 70-80%.
Recognition of 32 facial action units (AUs)
representing muscular facial activity is provided
by the emotion recognition system proposed in
[18]. The system uses rule-based reasoning for
recognition of facial gestures in frontal images.
However, this system shows about 86% precision
of recognition processing only AUs and the fuzzy
classifier does not measure the intensity of
recognized basic emotions.
Some well-known systems use other types of
classifier based on the multiple adaptive neurofuzzy inference approach [6], support vector
machine [10], hidden Markov model [28],
evolutionary algorithm [17], genetic algorithm [22],
etc. Even though these approaches may extract
and interpret facial features, there are no reports
concerning how they may link standard facial
actions with particular formal models or rules for
automatic emotion interpretation. Additionally, the
precision of recognition is low (about 70-85%) and
only basic emotions without a quantitative
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measurement of intensity of facial expression are
interpreted [23].
Usually the systems for emotion interpretation
are based on two parts: a module for generation
of feature vector corresponding to the facial
expression in the analyzed image (described by
pixel position, colors, shapes, regions, etc.) and a
classification module that recognizes the facial
expression and describes its intensity.
Some facial feature extraction techniques used
in well-known systems are based on Gabor
Wavelets, Active Appearance and Geometric
Models [26], Principal Components Analysis and
Hierarchical Radial Basis Function Network [12],
Optical Flow and Deformable Templates [13],
Discrete Cosine Transform and Neural Networks
[1], Multilevel Hidden Markov Models [11],
Dynamic Bayesian networks [24], and others. The
common disadvantages of these systems are the
presence of errors during spatial sampling,
restrictions for input visual queries, which must
have small number of well-defined and separated
faces without occlusion, sensitivity to scaling or
rotation of analyzed regions, low precision of
recognition if objects in image have week borders
or complex background. The analysis of factors
like tolerance to deformation, robustness against
noise, feasibility of indexing of facial expression,
significant amount of required memory are other
factors that must be taken into account during
development of models for emotion interpretation.
In this paper, we present a model for fuzzy
reasoning applied to recognition of facial
expressions and measurement of their intensity
using standard Ekman´s AUs (Action Units),
FAPs (Facial Animation Parameter) and FDPs
(Facial Definition Parameter) of MPEG-4
standard. Intuitively, we expect that this approach
allows creating novel systems for automatic facial
feature detection as well as recognition and
interpretation of basic and non-prototypical
emotions.
Action units (AUs) represent muscular activity
that corresponds to basic and unique facial
changes, which may be classified and used for
description of complex facial expression. FAPs
(Facial Animation Parameters) are sets of
parameters used in animating MPEG-4 model
that defines reproduction of emotions from facial
expressions. Each parameter set is closely
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related to muscle actions. The definition of FAPs
is based on fiducial points defined by a manual or
automatic tool for extraction of face features,
which are called FDPs (Facial Definition
Parameters). The readers interested in this
subject, may review [4] or [7].
The contributions of our research are the
proposed fuzzy reasoning model, a knowledge
database, and the designed fuzzy inference
system for emotion recognition. The focus of this
research does not consist in extraction of facial
features. The input of fuzzy inference system is a
set of images, which previously have been
processed and facial features (fiducial points)
expressed in AU or FDP standards already have
been defined manually or using well-known
automatic detection approaches reported in [9],
(Chakraborty, 2009), (Maglogiannis, 2009), etc.

second module is used for recognizing facial
expressions by fuzzy classifier providing
interpretation of emotion intensity. In the
proposed framework each basic emotion may be
divided into some levels depending on the
intensity of that emotion. The quantification of
emotion intensity is handled empirically by
measuring the range of geometrical displacement
of fiducial points. There is a well-known approach
for discriminating the qualitative levels of emotion
intensity based on verbal descriptions of facial
activities such as Trace, Slight, Pronounced,
Severe, and Maximum but the perception of
emotion is different for each person [19]. To
reduce relative subjectivity and a lack of
psychological meaning of emotional intensity
levels, the statistical analysis of facial actions in
Cohn-Kanade´s and Pantic´s image databases
has been implemented [8], [19]. The proposed
approach has not been widely used in well-known
emotion classifiers, but we believe that this
technique allows developing knowledge-based
frameworks for emotion interpretation because
the analysis of semantics of facial actions may be
achieved by using rule-based descriptors and
fuzzy reasoning.

2 Knowledge-Based Framework
The proposed fuzzy system for emotion
recognition consists of two principal modules. The
first one is a knowledge-based (KDB) framework
for modeling and indexing facial deformations by
FAP and AU action units developed by authors
according to well-known standards [4], [7]. The

FAPs
Definitions
EMOTION
Definitions

Facial movements
Definitions

FACE MODEL
-Distance Difference
-Wavelets
-Principal components
-Optical flow…

FAPs
MPEG-4
EMOTION MODEL
-Prototypical
-Non-prototypical
AUs
FACs
EMOTION
Rules

Parameters
AUs
Definitions

Fig. 1. Structure of a facial expression KDB based on FAPs and AUs

The proposed KDB framework allows
measuring facial deformations in terms of
distances between fiducial points modeled by
FAPs and AUs and represented by rule-based
descriptors used later in the process of
fuzzyfication and interpretation of emotion
intensity. The fiducial points represented by FDPs

of MPEG-4 standard provides the automatic
normalization of measured facial deformations
making them invariant to the scale of input images.
The framework also provides modeling facial
deformations defining a set of rules for indexing
and quantification of expressions. Fig. 1 shows the
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structure of a KDB framework that supports design
of a fuzzy reasoning system.
The proposed approach is able to detect and
measure any type of facial expression; however, it
has been tested using six basic expressions
(happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise, anger, and
fear) and some combinations of them generating in
this way non-prototypical expressions. We exploit
relationships between the measured facial
deformations and their mathematical description,
by the corresponding AUs and FAPs and rules
required for identification of expressions. This KDB
framework has been implemented using the
ontology editor Protégé that provides extensible,

flexible, and plug-and-play environment that allows
fast prototyping and application development [21].
For the KDB framework, four classes based on
AUs, FAPs, and FDPs have been created. The
Emotion_Model class provides creation of the rulebased models for emotion indexing using classes
of the Face_Model. The Face_Model class defines
different approaches for representation of face
features. In particular, the instances of
Face_Model class contain the basic facial actions
(AUs, FAPs) that include the action number, its
name, description, the direction of motion, involved
facial muscles, the part of a face, where an action
occurred, etc.

Fig. 2. The interface of the KDB framework for description of model classes and their instances

We propose indexing facial expressions based
on measuring standard spatial variations of FDP
positions described in the framework as
Distance(fdp1, fdp2) implemented by our
Distance_Model class discussed in the next
section. The proposal to use the variation of
positions in progress and not only the fixed length
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parameters of AUs and FAPs has been suggested
by Zhang and Ji (2005). Fig. 2 shows the designed
interface for description of classes with their
corresponding attributes. The instances of the
particular Face_Model class (see second column
Instance Browser) contain the basic facial actions
(AUs, FAPs) that serve for generation of a model
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for emotion description. The attributes of AUs,
FAPs, and their representation by FDPs are
defined in the third column Instance Editor. An
instance is related to the mathematical description
of facial motion by AUs or FAPs linking them to
basic emotions.
For each AU or FAPs, an instance includes the
action number, its name, description, the direction
of motion, involved facial muscles, etc. For
example, the instances of Face_Model class that
includes particular AUs represent the encoding of
Fear#1 (low intensity) emotion by Mouth and
Eyebrows as it is emphasized in Fig. 2. In the
same way, the instances of the Emotion_Model
based on the FAPs_Model class may be modeled
as well as the framework may be extended with
new non-standard classes.The advantage of the
proposed framework is that the classes and
instances with attributes represent knowledge
about facial expressions, and parameters of any
model may be automatically converted to
parameters of each other. For example, if input
feature vector corresponding to a particular
emotion is created on the basis of the nonstandard
Distance(fdp1,fdp2)
model,
its
parameters may be immediately represented by
the standard AUs or FAPs attributes and vice
versa.

3 The Proposed Facial Model
The proposed facial model based on the analysis
of nineteen FDPs and fifteen distances between
fiducial reference points has been adopted. It
describes all necessary facial actions defining
either basic or non-prototypical emotions. Fig. 3
shows the selected FDPs with corresponding
number of associated FAPs. Some FDPs are
reference points which are remained static during
facial deformation. The FDPs used define the
Distance_Class
that
represent
distances
Distance(fdp1,fdp2) between fiducial reference
points and particular FDPs (see Fig. 3). FAP
represents facial changes of emotional expression
with respect to the neutral expression. The
difference Distance(fdp1,fdp2) quantifies facial
changes in terms of units defined by MPEG-4
standard. Table 1 shows the fifteen instances

(column Dd) of the Distance_Class chosen for our
model, the geometric definitions of these distances
(FDPs Differences), the measurement units (ENS Eye-Nose Separation, ES - Eye Separation, IRISD
- Iris Diameter, MW - Mouth Width , MNS - MouthNose Separation), the relations with FAPs, and the
actions, which those FAPs describe.

Fig. 3. FDPs used for recognizing facial expressions and
definition of Distance_Class instances
Table 1. Description of instances in the DistanceClass

Dd

FDPs
Differ.

Units

FDP

Action Description

D1

d{3.11,4.1}

ENS

31

raise l i eyebrow

D2

d{3.8, 4.2}

ENS

32

raise r i eyebrow

D3

d{3.7, 4.3}

ENS

33

raise l m eyebrow

D4

d{3.12, 4.4}

ENS

34

raise r m eyebrow

D5

d{3.7, 4.5}

ENS

35

raise l o eyebrow

D6

d{3.12, 4.6}

ENS

36

raise r o eyebrow

D7

d{4.1, 4.2}

ES

D8

d{3.3, 3.1}

IRISD

21-19

close t/b l eyelid

D9

d{3.4, 3.2}

IRISD

22-20

close t/b r eyelid

D10

d{8.3, 8.4}

MW

53-54

stretch l/r cornerlip

D11

d{3.11, 8.3}

ENS

59

raise l cornerlip o

D12

d{3.8, 8.4}

ENS

60

raise r cornerlip o

D13

d{9.15, 8.1}

MNS

lower t midlip

D14

d{9.15, 8.2}

MNS

raise b midlip

D15

d{8.1, 8.2}

MNS

squeeze l/r eyebrow

51-52

raise b/t midlip
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Fig. 4. Fuzzyfication-defuzzyfication processes for facial expression recognition
Table 2. AUs parameters determined for Kanade´s database
FACs
AU1
AU2

AU4
AU5
AU7
AU10

AU12
AU15
AU16
AU20
AU25
AU27

Dist.

Max

Min

Mean

Deviation

D1
D2
D5
D6
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D8
D9
D13
D10
D11
D12
D11
D12
D14
D10
D15
D15
D10
D15

339.02
383.92
190.23
172.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
429.14
474.65
0
0
0
517.28
0
0
438.04
526.43
668.44
345.04
528.24
2248.76
0
2248.76

0
0
0
0
-264.2
-243.63
-176.41
-125.68
-120.53
-137.58
-216.24
0
0
-677.76
-511.21
-294.11
0
-267.11
-268.58
0
0
0
0
0
0
-230.91
0

120.55
123.44
72.16
35.08
-42.54
-38.47
-31.23
-6.2
-35.26
-29.92
-67.69
129.51
136.61
-288.97
-318.66
-171.46
273.19
-129.71
-140.29
116.17
118.1
306.39
208.07
282.48
676.64
-108.4
1440.71

84.52
88.42
60.02
67.66
90.92
92.88
68.42
61.99
43.4
53.46
65.2
221.11
243.04
171.72
148.63
85.75
147.06
103.15
122.95
125.59
152.28
247.81
116.2
144.23
577.28
62.52
401.93

Some reports such as Plutchik (2001), Pantic,
(2005), and Esau (2007) suggest a geometrical
model of face, which includes not only distances
but also angles between the lines connecting the
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standard FDPs. However, this approach does not
contribute significant precision and makes the
processing too complex [23].
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4 Fuzzyfication of Distance Instances
The fundamental process of fuzzy reasoning is
fuzzyficacion of input variables and definition of
the corresponding membership functions used for
indexing facial deformations. The input variables
between fiducial points are FAPs representing
variation of distances that compose standard
database
of
indexed
facial
expressions
particularly, from Kanade´s and Pantic´s
databases [8], [19]. The proposed fuzzyficationdefuzzyfication processes by the applied
Inference engine are shown in Fig.4Each
database consists of approximately 500 records
with expression of different emotions by 100
subjects in the frontal position. Accompanying
meta-data include annotation of FAC action units
and emotion specified expressions. Recorded
videos show a series of 23 facial muscle motions
described by a combination of action units (e.g.,
AU1+AU2 means the inner and outer brows
raised).
Each record begins with a neutral or nearly
neutral emotion (neutral face) finishing with a
required target emotion. Table 2 shows the
results of quantification of the distance differences
(see Fig. 3) between fiducial points describing
maximum and minimum values, mean, and
standard deviation for each one associated with
the particular AU.
Recall that the difference in distances is
measured between a neutral face and a face with
any action expressing an emotion. The similar
results have been obtained after analysis of
emotion representation by AUs using either
Kanade´s or Pantic´s database. In Table 2, we
already have quantitative definition of action units,
which may be used for continuous interpretation
of emotion.
For
measuring
intensity
of
emotional
expression, the Gaussian function has been used
applying the following equation

f ( x , , c )  e

( x c )2
2 2

(1)

These parameters are determined by the
statistical analysis mentioned, where c defines the

position of the peak and σ controls the width of
the bell shaped Gaussian curve.
The fuzzyfication process may be explained
analyzing a behavior of any action unit, for
example, AU12. According to the results of
statistical analysis made for AU12 (see Table 2),
the range of its distance variable, for example,
D10, is between 0 and 517.20 MWs (Mouth
Width). For each and all variables, we have
defined three levels of emotion intensity (low+,
medium+, and high+) dividing the range of
distance variation in the corresponding proportion.
Having already defined the middle section, we
compute the Gaussian functions for low and high
sections. Additionally, a saturation level is
included taking into account the maximum
possible value of a facial deformation.
Fig. 5 shows the designed GUI for visualization
of fuzzyfication process for variables D10 as a
part of the measurement of AU12 intensity using
the Gaussian as well as the membership
functions. Membership function parameters
depend on input variable ranges and the number
of selected distances to describe particular AU
obtained from the statistical analysis of data
bases with images.
In order to reduce complexity of membership
function analysis, the Gaussian functions may be
substituted by the triangular function. This is
another option that may be selected in GUI in
Fuzzy Inference System in FIS Variables field. Fig
6 shows the final process of fuzzyfication for
variables D11.
The membership functions are obtained for
each partition (low, medium, high) using the
Gaussian or triangular functions providing
measurement of intensity of action unit in
continuous manner. The rule-based fuzzy model
oriented for recognition of facial expressions
requires expert knowledge which links the motion
of fiducial points extracted by different images
processing tools with the required rules that
provide emotion interpretation.
There are a few well-known reports about
emotion ontologies that create complete emotion
recognition models based on facial expressions
[14]. We proposed the following fuzzy inference
system that provides six basic and some nonprototypical emotion interpretations based on the
analysis of facial features.
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5 Fuzzy Inference System
The proposed model for fuzzyfication of facial
features has been tested on designed fuzzy
inference system. The system is shown in Fig.7, it
consists of two blocks: the first one measures
value of AUs composing analyzed emotion; the
second one recognizes and interprets the
intensity of facial expressions. Fig. 8 shows the
block diagram of fuzzy classifiers used for

definition of action units that describe a particular
expression (1st stage) and interpretation of basic
or non-prototypical emotion (2nd stage). First of
all, the input facial features (distances between
fiducial points) are classified generating standard
AUs with their corresponding level (intensity),
then the emotion classifier generates complex
emotion composed by detected muscular
activities (AUs).

Fig. 5. GUI for visualization of Membership functions for analyzed Aus

Fig. 6. Membership function plots and intensity partitions for distance variable D11
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A set of rules defined for fuzzy logic that
recognizes and measures intensity of AUs and
corresponding emotions are shown in Tables 3
and 4. In particular, Table 3 shows the rules of

AUs recognition using the distance differences
proposed in our model, and Table 4 shows the
rules of recognizing particular emotions using the
previously identified AUs.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the proposed fuzzy inference system for recognition of facial expressions

Intensity of
Action Units

AUs Classifiers

Face
Features

Action Unit 1

Emotion 1

…
Action Unit n

Fuzzyfication

Emotion n

Rule Base
AU n

Fuzzy Inference

Emotion Classifiers

Defuzzyfication

Fuzzyfication

Intensity of
Complex
Emotions

…
Rule Base
Emotion n

Fuzzy Inference

Defuzzyfication

Fig. 8. Block diagram of a fuzzy classifier for interpretation of basic and non-prototypical emotions
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Table 3. Description of rules and distance differences for particular AUs
Code

Description

Distance
Diff.

Recognition Rules

AU1

Inner Brow Raiser

D1, D2

Both increase in same proportion

AU2

Outer Brow Raiser

D5, D6

Both increase in same proportion

AU4

Brow Lowerer

D3, D4, D7

D3&D4 increase, D7 decrease

AU5

Upper Lid Raiser

D8, D9

Both increase in same proportion

AU7

Lid Tightener

D8, D9

Both decrease in same proportion

AU10

Upper Lip Raiser

D13

D13 decrease

AU12

Lip Corner Puller

D10,D11,D12

D10 increase D11 & D12 decrease

AU15

Lip Corner Depressor

D11, D12

Both increase in same proportion

AU16

Lower Lip Depressor

D14 increase

AU20

Lip stretcher

D14
D10, D11,
D12

D10, D11&D12 increase

AU25
AU27

Lips part
Mouth Stretch

D15
D10, D15

D15 increase
D10 decrease, D15 increase

Table 4. Description of rules and AUs that compose a particular facial expression
Emotion

AUs Used

Recognition Rules

Sadness

AU1, AU4, AU15

Increasing 3 actions increase expression intensity

Happiness

AU12, AU7

Presence of AU12 & AU7 but not AU7 (blinking). Increasing
values increase expression intensity

Fear

AU1, AU2, AU4,
AU5, AU20,AU27

Presence of the 6 actions but not AU7 (blinking). Increasing
values increase expression intensity

Surprise

AU1, AU2 AU5,
AU27

Presence of the 4th action but not AU5 (blinking). Increasing
values increase expression intensity

Anger

AU4, AU7

Presence of AU4 & AU7 but not AU7 (blinking). Increasing values
increase expression intensity

Table 5. Description of rules for facial expression recognition using FAPs
Emotion

Anger

FAPs
Emotion
FAPs
raise_l_i_eyebrow(+)
raise_r_i_eyebrow(+)
squeeze_l_eyebrow(+) squeeze_r_eyebrow(+)
close_t_l_eyelid(+)
close_t_r_eyelid(+)
lower.t.midlip(-)
raise_b_midlip(+)
raise_l_i_eyebrow(+)
raise_r_i_eyebrow(+) Sadness raise_l_m_eyebrow(+) raise_r_m_eyebrow(+)
raise_l_o_eyebrow(-) raise_r_o_eyebrow(-)
close_t_l_eyelid(-)
close_t_r_eyelid(-)
close_b_l_eyelid(+)
close_b_r_eyelid(+)
close_b_l_eyelid(-)
close_b_r_eyelid(-)
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Fig. 9. Measurement of AU12 Lip Corner Puller representing happiness of high intensity

Table 5 shows the rules established for
recognition of anger and sadness facial
expressions using facial actions FAPs. For
example, squeeze_l_eyebrow (+) means the
increment of squeeze of left eyebrow.
Formally, the fuzzy rule-based classifiers, as a
family of fuzzy systems, may be described as
FRBS=(, R, T, S, DEF), where  is membership
functions, R is fuzzy-based rule, T - norm for fuzzy
aggregation (i.e. operations with one rule), the S –
norm for fuzzy composition (i.e. operations under
some rules), and DEF defines the defuzzyfication
method.
In Fig. 9, the user interface of designed fuzzy
inference system is shown. In the right upper
corner, the reasoning process is visualized with
intensity of analyzed action unit, in this case for
AU12. The intensity of input values is tested by the
classifier applying three discrimination levels
described by the Gaussian functions: 1-st row in
Fig. 9 presents low intensity for all input distances,
2-nd row presents medium and 3-rd - high
intensity. The shaded areas correspond to the
magnitude of the membership functions that

describe the contribution of each distance
difference to particular expression.
In some cases the displacement of symmetrical
points on a face is different. Thus, it is also
measured and shown in 4-th column. The intensity
of output variables for the particular action unit
presented in 5-th column is modeled by three
levels described by the triangular functions instead
of the Gaussian functions. This approach is easy
to implement, it provides fast facial expression
recognition without additional errors during
interpretation. The proposed model of reasoning is
flexible enough to allow its extension incorporating
new features for recognition of non-prototypical
facial expressions.

6 Obtained Results and Discussion
The tests of system performance and efficiency of
the fuzzyfication model have been done using
Kanade´s and Pantic’s databases. Tables 6 and 7
show the confusion matrices obtained for five basic
prototypical emotions in case of medium and high
intensity.
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Table 6. Confusion matrix with expression of medium intensity
Emotion

Sadness Surprise Happiness Anger

Fear

Sadness

81%

9.50%

0

0

9.50%

Surprise

0.30%

96%

0

0

3.70%

Happiness

0

0.20%

96%

1.90%

1.90%

Anger

0

4.50%

0.10%

92%

3.40%

Fear

6%

5.80%

0

0

88.20%

Table 7. Confusion matrix for expressions of high intensity
Emotion

Anger

Fear

Sadness

Sadness Surprise Happiness
84%

8%

0

0

8%

Surprise

0.20%

96.40%

0

0

3.40%

Happiness

0

0

97.60%

1.20%

1.20%

Anger

0

1.70%

0

96.70%

1.60%

Fear

4.70%

5.70%

0

0

89.60%

a)

b)
Fig.10 a) Facial expressions of happiness and b) its intensity degree reported by the system

In Fig 10a) and Fig. 11a), the images with facial
expressions of happiness and sadness are
presented. The recognition degree reported by the
proposed system for corresponding facial
expressions are sown in Fig 10b) and Fig. 11b),
respectively. For correct evaluation of the
expression reported by the system, Table 8 shows
comparison between intensity of expression
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Surprise given by the classifier and reported by
evaluation committee of ten persons participated in
usability tests usually reported in similar
researches [5]. Additionally, in Table 9, a
comparison of reports about the performance of
the proposed and well-known systems for
recognition of facial expression is presented.
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a)

b)
Fig.11. a) Facial expressions of sadness and b) its intensity degree reported by the system
Table 8. Usability test results for Surprise emotion
Output

Evaluation

Status

Output

Evaluat.

Status

1

6.814

Low

OK

11

51.03

Medium

OK

2

50.33

Medium

OK

12

47.7

Medium-

OK

3

51.04

Low

FAIL

13

6.678

Low

OK

4

48.59

Medium

OK

14

50.2

Medium

OK

5

49.85

Medium

OK

15

17.95

Medium

FAIL

6

94.08

High

OK

16

95.12

High

OK

7

69.97

High

OK

17

94.05

High

OK

8

51.46

Medium

OK

18

49.29

Medium

OK

9
10

93.93
94.94

High
High

OK
OK

19
20

93.21
93.41

High
High

OK
OK

Correct assessment :

90%

Table 9. Performance comparison of the proposed and similar prototypes for facial expression recognition
Approach

Author

Feature
Expression Intensity
extracted identification measure

Expert
Pantic,
Multisystem
2006
detector
Fuzzy
Esau,
Angles
Classifier
2007
Fuzzy &
Khanum,
Edge
Case
2009
detection
Reasoning
Fuzzy
Proposed Distance
Classifier
system difference

Recognition Facial
Complex Required Recognition
of facial.
action
emotions training
degree
actions
measure
86% only
yes
not
not
not
AUs

not

not

yes

yes, 3levels

not

not

yes

yes

72%

yes

not

yes

not

not

not

70.83%

yes

yes, 3levels

yes

yes, 3levels

yes

not

81.40%
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The main quantitative characteristic of the
analyzed systems is recognition degree or
precision of recognition that also is shown in the
Table 9 for each system.
The obtained results indicate a correct
assessment of intensity about 90% for Surprise
facial expression. For other expressions such as
joy, sadness, anger, and fear, the percentage of
corresponding correct recognition is about 80, 85,
77, and 75% respectively. That gives an average
recognition degree of the proposed model of
about 81.4%. The high degree of recognition
mainly depends on the number of AUs or FAPs
used for description of expression. For recognition
of non-prototypical expressions, the Plutchik´s
emotion model presented in Fig. 12 is used. It
describes a non-prototypical expression as a
combination of basic ones.

Fig.12. Plutchik´s emotion model

In the Fig. 13 a) and b), a particular nonprototypical facial expression and intensity
degrees of corresponding basis expressions
detected by system are presented. According to
Plutchik´s model, the recognized expression is
awe that may be described as a combination of
fear and surprise. The recognition of nonprototypical emotions is in the range of about 4060%.
Such a low level of recognition can be
explained by complexity in selection of AUs for
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representation of non-prototypical emotion, by the
simplicity of Plutchik´s emotion model, and by
subjectivity of expression perception by each
person.
The proposed framework opens a new
possibility for designing systems aimed at facial
expression detection and its intensity recognition.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a model for
fuzzyfication of facial features used for recognition
of basic or non-prototypical expressions. For
quantification of facial expressions and their
intensities, a statistical analysis of Kanade’s and
Pantic’s face databases has been done. Twostage fuzzy inference using Gaussian and
triangular
functions
is
applied
providing
measurement and recognition of emotion
intensity.
In the preliminary experiments, the recognition
of basic expressions achieves up to 75-90%
depending on complexity in selection of AUs for
representation of a particular expression and on
subjectivity of its perception by each person.
The designed knowledge-based framework is
general enough to create diverse instances of
facial expressions. It also provides a sufficiently
exact quantitative description of measured facial
actions. This allows a simple and formal definition
of relationship between expressions, facial
actions, and their descriptors. The proposed
framework also allows postulation of rules for
recognition of prototypical or non-prototypical
expression using any type of classifier.
In the future, we will attempt to design systems
which may operate in real time improving the
precision of emotion recognition by applying the
proposed fuzzy inference classifiers for facial
expression interpretation. The module for
automatic facial feature detection may be
connected to the proposed fuzzy classifier for
construction of a stand-alone or Web accessible
system for emotion recognition. Finally, the
system may be improved by extending
recognized facial non-prototypical expressions
and including mixed expressions occluded in real
scenes.
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a)

b)
Fig. 13. a) Facial non-prototypical expressions of awe and b) its intensity degrees reported by system
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